Field Day Tracker
A Lightweight, Low Power, Satellite Tracking System for Portable Operation
by Dave Matthews, KI4PSR, dave@lostfrogs.com

T

his article describes a battery powered
azimuth and elevation antenna
positioner using inexpensive hobby
servo motors and gearboxes. The purpose
of the project was to build a simple and
portable antenna rotator system for Field
Day and camping use. The tracking system

tracking system for portable operation rather
than manual hand held antenna pointing was
to allow me to concentrate on the rigs and
the QSO, as I intended to work SSB birds
as well as the FM satellites.

operation, for example to park the antenna
or test the system range of motion.
The Software
The servo motors are controlled by a Parallax
‘Board of Education’ development board
holding a BS-2 Basic Stamp. In addition, a
Parallax ‘ServoPAL’ is used to refresh the
servos so they will hold position while the
BS-2 processor is busy receiving position
commands. I used the Parallax Serial LCD
model# 27977 to display operator prompts

Photo 3: Antenna and rotator deployed at
Field Day. (Photo by Rey Venegas, KJ4LNL)
Photo 1: System overview.

concept was to utilize small beam antennas
for UHF/VHF satellite communications
like those offered by Arrow and Elk, to
automatically track Amateur Radio satellites.
The original design goal was to mount a pair
of small Yagis on a boom like a scaled down
version of a traditional UHV/VHF Yagi pair
for satellite use. As it turns out, the elevation
motor/gear assembly chosen for this ﬁrst
attempt will only support one antenna,
but the system still serves to demonstrate
the concept. The reason for an automatic

The Hardware
The elevation rotator uses a ServoCity.
com ‘Standard Servo Power Gearbox’ and
a HiTech HS-7955TG servo motor. The
azimuth rotator uses a ServoCity.com ‘HS805/815BB Servo Power Gearbox’ and a
HS-815BB servo motor. The rotators were
assembled using the instructions included
with the gearboxes, the azimuth gearbox
modified to permit 360 degree rotation.
During testing and program development,
the elevation rotator often went to its limit
of travel, with enough torque to shear teeth
off of the gears! So metal gears replaced
the stock nylon gears, and end-stop limit
switches were added.
I mounted the rotator assembly on a sturdy
Bogen tripod meant for heavy video camera
use. With a compass and a level I can
position the rotator assembly for magnetic
north and horizontal positions. The control
box I made has a few pushbuttons for manual

Photo 2: Rotator assembly.
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Photo 4: Station overview front view.
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Photo 5: Rotator contol box interior.

and show current azimuth and elevation
positions. The servo motors use 6V power, so
I built a small regulator assembly to reduce
the 12V rig power to 6V.
The BS-2 processor receives position

Photo 6: Station overview top view.

commands from the rotator control program
built into Ham Radio Deluxe (HRD). I
chose the Alpha Spid output from HRD,
and the BS-2 program extracts the position
information from a serial data stream sent by
HRD. HRD does all of the satellite rotator
control as well as the uplink and downlink
rig frequency control.
The Mobile Platform
For this ﬁrst attempt I used a borrowed Icom
706MKIIG rig for the downlink receiver
(thanks to AI4VP for the loan), and an ICOM
7000 rig that I bought in a ﬁt of irresponsible
extravagance for the uplink transmitter. I
installed the rigs along with UHF and VHF

the weather became
too hot and I decided
not to attempt
further contacts
or practice. That
was an unfortunate
mistake; I needed
more experience
with the system than
I thought!
On Field Day I
participated with
our local ARES
group in Williamson
County TN (www.
Photo 7: Field Day visitors observing satellite tracking demonstration. wcares.org). I was
(Photo by Craig Lamb, N4BAX)
able to demonstrate
preamps, diplexers and a laptop computer the satellite tracking system and software a
on a mobile platform made from a ﬁrewood few times, and the demonstrations were well
hauling cart. A 24AH 12V battery and a 30A received. We had many visitors at the site,
power supply were mounted to allow use and they all seemed to enjoy the antenna
with or without 120V AC power. PowerPole pointing at a satellite moving across the
connectors and a Rig Runner 4005 distribute sky, and observing the HRD display on the
power to the various components and to two laptop monitor.
cooling fans.
Unfortunately I made no QSOs due to
operator errors and other confusions. (I

Photo 10: Satellite station mascot, AL1EN.
(Photo by N4BAX)

beam and dual antenna conﬁguration I had
initially planned. This will reduce the need
for at least one of the diplexers, and will
increase the isolation from the servo motors
and hopefully improve my ability to hear my
downlink. So more power to the elevation
rotator is a priority.
I will consider using dual polarized Yagis
(UHF and VHF) with polarity switching
as part of the control system mounted on
the cart.
An audio distribution system to headphones
and recorder is vital. With the crowds around
the station at Field Day, and the other
ambient noises associated with the Field Day
activity, it was nearly impossible to copy and
tune SSB contacts.

Photo 8: Working a pass at Field Day. (Photo
by KJ4LNL)

Performance
Initially the system worked well until
I transmitted! That caused the azimuth
position to jump as much as 45 degrees out
of position. Since I had to abandon a boom
and the isolating distance that would have
provided, the antenna and servo motors are
in very close proximity. I used ferrite beads,
capacitors and shielding to reduce motor
disturbance to an acceptable level.
These hobby servo motors are adequate for
this application, but they have a good bit
of deadband and backlash slop. The entire
assembly will shake a bit while moving
or when hit by a gust of wind. While the
appearance looks unsteady, the result is
perfectly acceptable tracking accuracy given
the antenna’s beam width.
Prior to use on Field Day I was able to make
one SSB contact from my front yard. Then

Many thanks to my Elmer Alan (Alan Biddle,
WA4SCA) for his continuing help and support
of my efforts in satellite communications!
Photo 9: Moving to the next demonstration
location. (Photo by N4BAX)

could have used more practice with the
equipment!) We heard some other operators
and QSOs and that was exciting enough for
everyone (except for me). Still it was an
overall Field Day success from the public
information/education standpoint.
Evaluation
While this system works well as a first
attempt, I plan to improve it immediately.
The first change will be to revamp the
elevation servo system to allow the cross

Photo 11: KI4PSR preparing for a Field Day
demonstration. (Photo by N4BAX)
Program listing next page ...
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Program listing for controller ...

‘ {$STAMP BS2}
‘ {$PBASIC 2.5}
‘ -----[ I/O Deﬁnitions ]------------------------------------------------portin CON 16
‘Deﬁne serial input port
TX
PIN 0
‘ serial output to LCD
Start
PIN 1
‘ start tracking pushbutton
Park
PIN 2
‘ move to park pushbutton
Cycle PIN 3
‘ run a test cycle pushbutton
Alarm PIN 13
‘Deﬁne the ServoPal alarm pin.
nInp
PIN 12
T600

CON

LcdBkSpc
LcdRt
LcdLF
LcdCls
LcdCR
LcdBLon
LcdBLoff
LcdOff
LcdOn1
LcdOn2
LcdOn3
LcdOn4
LcdLine1
LcdLine2

1646

CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON
CON

$08
$09
$0A
$0C
$0D
$11
$12
$15
$16
$17
$18
$19
$80
$94

x
VAR Word
azdata VAR Word
eldata VAR Word
Oldazpos VAR Word
Azpos VAR Word
Elpos VAR Word
baudout VAR Word
baudin VAR Word

‘Baud rate

‘ baud rate for Serial LCD
‘ baud rate for Serial Input

‘ setup TX pin for LCD

‘ allow LCD to intialize

Restart:
‘ServoPal init
INPUT nInp ‘Make sure nInp isn’t being driven.
DO UNTIL nInp ‘Wait for ServoPAL to power up.
LOOP
LOW nInp ‘Set pin to an output and hold it low
PAUSE 100 ‘ for 100mS.
HIGH nInp ‘Raise the pin.
baudout = T19K2
baudin = T600
Oldazpos = 1180
azpos = 1180
‘ -----[ Program Code ]---------------------------------------------------6

‘ cursor off

DO
IF Park THEN
GOSUB ParkIt
ENDIF
IF Cycle THEN
GOSUB CycleTest
ENDIF

‘ move cursor left
‘ move cursor right
LOOP UNTIL Start = 1
‘ move cursor down 1 line
‘ clear LCD (use PAUSE 5 after) RUN:
‘ move pos 0 of next line
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdOn4, LcdCls] ‘ blinking cursor
‘ backlight on
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdLine1,”Waiting For “]
‘ backlight off
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdLine2,”Serial Data”, LcdRT,LcdRT,LcdRT,
‘ LCD off
LcdRT,LcdLF]
‘ LCD on; cursor off, blink off
Running:
‘ LCD on; cursor off, blink on
‘DEBUGIN DEC azdata, DEC eldata
‘ LCD on; cursor on, blink off
‘ LCD on; cursor on, blink on
SERIN portin,baudin, [WAIT (“W”),DEC4 azdata, DEC4 eldata]
‘ move to line 1, column 0
IF (azdata >= 360) AND (azdata <= 720) THEN
‘ move to line 2, column 0
azdata = azdata - 360
ELSEIF (azdata > 720) THEN
azdata = azdata - 720
ENDIF
eldata = eldata - 360
GOSUB Track
GOTO Running

‘ -----[ Initialization ]-------------------------------------------------Reset:
HIGH TX
INPUT Start
INPUT Park
INPUT Cycle
PAUSE 100

Main:
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdOn1, LcdCls, LcdBLon]
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdLine1,”Waiting For a”]
SEROUT TX, baudout, [LcdLine2,”Button Press”]

END
Track:
SEROUT TX, baudout,[LcdLine1,”Azimuth = “, DEC3 azdata]
SEROUT TX, baudout,[LcdLine2,”Elevation = “, DEC2 eldata]
SEROUT TX, baudout,[LcdLF,LcdRT]
OldAzpos = Azpos ‘ save previous azimuth position for large
excursion rotation handling
Azpos = (11800 - (azdata * 23))/10
Elpos = ((eldata * 45) + 7160) / 10
‘DEBUG DEC Azpos,” “, DEC Elpos, CR
‘ verify signals are within servo limits
IF (Azpos < 350) AND (Azpos > 1180) THEN
Azpos = 2 ‘ skip this servo
ENDIF
IF (Elpos < 716) AND (Elpos > 1126) THEN
Elpos = 2
ENDIF
‘DEBUG “AZ”, DEC Azpos, “ “,CR
‘DEBUG “EL”, DEC Elpos, “ “,CR
‘ look for rapid excursion and increment it instead
‘DEBUG “ abs = “,DEC (ABS (OldAzpos - Azpos)), CR
IF ABS ((OldAzpos - Azpos) > 10) THEN
GOSUB LargeExcursion
ELSE
PULSOUT nInp, Azpos
PULSOUT nInp, Elpos
ENDIF
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RETURN
ParkIt:
azdata = 0
eldata = 0
GOSUB Track
RETURN
CycleTest:
GOSUB ParkIt
PAUSE 50
FOR azdata = 1 TO 360
eldata = azdata / 4
GOSUB Track
NEXT
FOR azdata = 360 TO 1
eldata = azdata / 4
GOSUB Track
NEXT
GOSUB Parkit
RETURN
LargeExcursion:
‘ DEBUG “large!”, CR
‘ DEBUG “old”, DEC Oldazpos,
“new”,DEC Azpos, CR
FOR x = OldAzpos TO Azpos
‘ DEBUG DEC x, CR
PULSOUT nInp, x
PULSOUT nInp, Elpos
PAUSE 20
NEXT
‘DEBUG “done”, CR
RETURN
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